We present a novel framework of knowledge distillation that is capable of learning powerful and efficient student models from ensemble teacher networks. Our approach addresses the inherent model capacity issue between teacher and student and aims to maximize benefit from teacher models during distillation by reducing their capacity gap. Specifically, we employ a neural architecture search technique to augment useful structures and operations, where the searched network is appropriate for knowledge distillation towards student models and free from sacrificing its performance by fixing the network capacity. We also introduce an oracle knowledge distillation loss to facilitate model search and distillation using an ensemble-based teacher model, where a student network is learned to imitate oracle performance of the teacher. We perform extensive experiments on the image classification datasets-CIFAR-100 and TinyImageNet-using various networks. We also show that searching for a new student model is effective in both accuracy and memory size and that the searched models often outperform their teacher models thanks to neural architecture search with oracle knowledge distillation.
Introduction
Knowledge Distillation (KD) aims to transfer representations from one model to another, where the source plays a role as a teacher while the target becomes a student mimicking the representations of the teacher. KD is widely used to learn a compact student model with the help of a powerful teacher model, e.g., a very deep neural network or an ensemble of multiple neural networks. Existing algorithms related to KD (Heo et al. 2019; Hinton, Vinyals, and Dean 2015; Park et al. 2019; Romero et al. 2015; Zagoruyko and Komodakis 2017; ) are typically interested in how to improve accuracy by designing an effective training procedure.
Model ensemble (Breiman 1996; Freund, Schapire, and Abe 1999; Guzman-Rivera, Batra, and Kohli 2012; Lee et al. 2017; Lee et al. 2016; Lee et al. 2015; Mun et al. 2018 ) is a useful technique to boost performance using multiple * Both authors contributed equally Copyright c 2020, Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved. models trained independently (or sometimes jointly). When we consider Independent Ensemble (IE) in deep neural networks, multiple neural networks of an identical architecture are trained with different random seeds and the final output is determined by model averaging or majority voting. Although ensemble modeling is effective to achieve high accuracy with moderate amount of effort, its inferences based on simple model averaging or majority voting still have substantial gaps with oracle predictions achieved by the best model selection in the ensemble, and its applicability to resource-hungry system is limited due to the large model size and heavy power consumption.
Although KD with ensemble learning addresses the aforementioned issues partly by transferring the information in an ensemble model to a single network, it is still challenging to train the competitive student compared to the ensemble teacher with a large number of networks. Table 1 presents our observation about the performance of KD with respect to the number of models for ensemble. The accuracy of teacher and student improves gradually in general as the number of models increases while students mostly fail to reach accuracy of teachers and its differences are getting larger. This is partly because a large gap in model capacity between student and teacher hinders learning process of KD as discussed in (Mirzadeh et al. 2019) , and the simple objective function to fit the representations of the teacher given by model averaging is not effective to take full advantage of teacher models. In other words, the limited capacity in the student network becomes a bottleneck of KD, which implies that increasing capacity of student models would be beneficial to reduce the performance gap between teacher and student.
We propose an advanced framework for knowledge distillation from ensemble models, which aims to maximize accuracy and efficiency of student networks at the same time. Contrary to the existing methods assuming that a student model is fixed, we adapt its structure and size, and make it more appropriate for knowledge distillation by alleviating the model capacity gap issue. We also address how to effectively extract information from a teacher especially when the teacher is an ensemble of multiple models. To this end, students are made to learn the most accurate information from teacher, which is realized by transferring knowledge from the optimal ensemble combination for each example. We call this strategy Oracle knowledge Distillation (OD), which encourages student models to achieve oracle accuracy of ensemble teacher models. Since the inherent model capacity gap incurs critical challenges in KD and OD makes the capacity gap larger, we incorporate neural architecture search with oracle knowledge distillation; this strategy facilitates to identify the optimal student model with sufficient capacity, which is well-suited for distillation. In practice, our algorithm searches for a slightly larger model than the backbone student network for effective knowledge distillation, reduces the model capacity gap between student and teacher, and achieves competitive accuracy of the student model. The main contributions of our work are summarized as follows:
• We propose a novel framework for knowledge distillation by incorporating neural architecture search. The proposed algorithm addresses capacity issue in KD and aims to identify the optimal structures and operations with adaptive model sizes.
• Our algorithm introduces a novel oracle knowledge distillation loss, which is particularly useful for an ensemble teacher model. We claim that the student networks mimicking oracle predictions have a potential for achieving higher accuracy than the teacher especially when combined with neural architecture search.
• We demonstrate outstanding performance of the proposed method in diverse settings. We also make a comprehensive analysis about knowledge distillation from ensemble teacher models, including various issues related to model capacity gap, objective function for architecture search, and loss function for knowledge distillation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first discuss several related works. Then, we describe the details of the proposed framework. Finally, we present extensive experimental results and concludes our paper.
Related Works
KD is originally proposed to learn compact and fast models and has widely been applied to many practical applications including object detection (Chen et al. 2017; Li, Jin, and Yan 2017) , face recognition (Luo et al. 2016 ) and image retrieval (Chen, Wang, and Zhang 2018) . The main idea of KD is to transfer information from one model to another, and it is realized by learning a student network to mimic the output distributions of a teacher network (Hinton, Vinyals, and Dean 2015) . Recently, several approaches (Heo et al. 2019; Park et al. 2019; Romero et al. 2015; Zagoruyko and Komodakis 2017) have been proposed to improve performance of KD. They address how to extract information better from teacher networks and deliver it to students using the activations of intermediate layers (Romero et al. 2015) , attention maps (Zagoruyko and Komodakis 2017) , encoded transportable factors (Kim, Park, and Kwak 2018) , decision boundary information obtained by adversarial samples (Heo et al. 2019) or relational information between training examples (Park et al. 2019) . Also, instead of transferring information from teacher to student in one direction, ) proposes a mutual learning strategy, where both models are trained jointly through a bidirectional interactions.
In addition to model compression by learning small and efficient models, the concept of knowledge distillation is often used for other purposes (Chen, Goodfellow, and Shlens 2016; Li and Hoiem 2016; Mun et al. 2018; Noroozi et al. 2018) . For example, (Chen, Goodfellow, and Shlens 2016) proposes a framework incrementally learning larger networks from small networks using knowledge distillation while (Li and Hoiem 2016) employs the idea to overcome a catastrophic forgetting issue in continual learning scenarios. MCL-KD (Mun et al. 2018 ) utilizes distillation to balance between model specialization and generalization within a multiple choice learning framework for visual question answering. On the other hand, (Noroozi et al. 2018 ) proposes a novel framework of self-supervised learning by distilling learned representations rather than fine-tuning the learned parameters via self supervision for the target tasks.
Our work is different in the following two aspects compared to the existing approaches. First, we address model capacity issue in a student model by searching for an augmented architecture appropriate for KD while prior methods are interested in how to improve the KD given a student model with a fixed capacity. Second, although model ensemble is suitable for KD and effectively constructs a powerful teacher model, existing methods rely on a naïve knowledge transfer from teachers to students via model averaging or majority voting. On the contrary, we employ oracle knowledge distillation, which is based on an intuitive and effective loss function for sophisticated knowledge transfer. Note that the proposed loss function gives a chance to outperform the teachers with simple model averaging for students. Comparison between standard KD and our proposed OD for the ensemble-based teacher model. In our approach, we train a student network from only the correct models (red arrows) to imitate the oracle predictions of ensemble teacher.
Neural Architecture Search (NAS) is an AutoML technique to identify deep neural network models automatically, which is useful to reduce human effort on manual architecture design. For the purpose, Zoph and Le (Zoph and Le 2017) employ a RNN controller that searches for the optimal models and is trained to maximize the expected rewardaccuracy in validation set-using REINFORCE (Williams 1992). While NAS often suffers from huge time complexity for model search, ENAS (Pham et al. 2018) accelerates searching process by sharing the weights in the building blocks of all candidate networks. In addition to the accuracy of target models, MnasNet (Tan et al. 2019 ) considers inference latency in searching for the optimal model and performs a joint optimization of accuracy and execution time on mobile devices via reinforcement learning. DARTS (Liu, Simonyan, and Yang 2018) and NAO ) are gradient-based algorithms realized by a continuous relaxation of architecture representation. PNAS incorporates a progressive search strategy to reduce search cost using sequential model-based opimization. Recently, the effectiveness of NAS on image classification tasks leads to a variety of applications to semantic segmentation ) and object detection .
From the NAS perspective, our algorithm is unique because it deals with model capacity problems in the context of knowledge distillation. Note that, instead of searching for a student network architecture from scratch, we start model search from the student network and increase the size of the network to identify the optimal architecture.
Neural Architecture Search with Oracle Knowledge Distillation
We propose a novel knowledge distillation framework using neural architecture search with an oracle knowledge distillation loss, which is designed for transfer learning from ensemble-based teacher models. This is motivated by the fact that knowledge distillation is less effective when the capacity gap (e.g., the number of parameters) between teacher and student is large as discussed in (Mirzadeh et al. 2019) .
Incorporating oracle knowledge distillation loss aggravates the situation by forcing the student to face more challenging task (i.e., oracle performance of ensemble model). Note that since our goal is to address this capacity issue, we are interested in increasing model size from the student network contrary to the more common direction of model compression (Ashok et al. 2018) . We empirically show that the combination of neural architecture search and oracle knowledge distillation in searching and training networks is particularly helpful to improve both accuracy and efficiency in various scenarios.
Knowledge Distillation
KD (Hinton, Vinyals, and Dean 2015) aims to transfer knowledge of a teacher network to a student. This objective is typically achieved by minimizing the distance between the output distributions of student and teacher. In other words, given a ground-truth label y (i) and a representation (logit) of a teacher network l
) means Cross-Entropy (CE) loss and
t ) denotes a loss term related to KullbackLeibler (KL) divergence. Each term is further defined as
where H(·, ·) and D KL (·, ·) are the cross-entropy and the KL-divergence functions, respectively while σ(·) denotes a softmax function and T is a temperature parameter. The student network is trained to predict the correct labels by L CE and imitates the output distribution of the teacher network by L KL , where the two losses are balanced by a hyperparameter λ. The softmax distributions of student and teacher networks are softened because the logits are scaled with the temperature T ≥ 1 in L KL .
Conceptually, any network outperforming student networks can be used as a teacher model. In this work, we consider the ensemble of student networks as the teacher model due to the following two reasons; 1) model ensemble is a straightforward method to improve accuracy of any state-of-the-art network; 2) oracle prediction is available in the ensemble model, which allows students to learn better representation and achieve higher accuracy. Figure 2 : Overview of our algorithm. Given a teacher model based on an ensemble of independently learned multiple student networks, we search for a slightly larger network from a backbone network (i.e., student). LSTM controller provides candidate networks by sampling add-on operations at the end of individual stages in the student. We train the controller by maximizing the expected reward-accuracy of candidates on the validation set-while the candidates are learned with oracle knowledge distillation loss (L OD ). We maintain multiple candidate models throughout the optimization process and the best model below the memory constraint is selected as a new student model and it is re-trained from scratch with L OD .
Oracle Knowledge Distillation
Ensemble learning is a powerful technique to improve accuracy by diversifying predictions of multiple models. In general, on the model distillation, a student network is trained to resemble the average predictions of an ensemble model as illustrated in Figure 1 (a) due to the absence of model selection capability; for an ensemble teacher model with N networks, the teacher logit l (2) is obtained by averaging the logits of the networks, i.e., l
t,j . However, only a subset of the models may predict correct labels, and, consequently, the average predictions may be incorrect; the ensemble model fails to achieve its oracle accuracy, which can be realized by a proper model selection.
Inspired by this fact, we propose an oracle knowledge distillation loss to improve the performance of distillation from an ensemble teacher. Let u (i) j be a binary variable about whether the j th model in the ensemble teacher makes a correct prediction for an example x (i) . Then, the student network is trained to minimize the following loss given by the ensemble of N networks:
L OD encourages the student network to achieve the oracle predictions of the ensemble model by mimicking the average predictions of correct models only as depicted in Figure 1(b) . In the case that there are no correct models, we make the student network fit to ground-truth labels. Since the accuracy given by oracle predictions is always better than average predictions, the trained student network has a potential to outperform its teacher model that employs model averaging and/or majority voting.
Optimal Model Search for Knowledge Distillation
The capacity issue in a student makes the student network fail to take full advantage of ensemble model. To overcome this challenge, we propose a novel Knowledge Distillation framework with Architecture Search (KDAS) using the proposed oracle knowledge distillation loss designed for ensemble-based teacher models. In the proposed framework, our goal is to find a slightly larger network with sufficient capacity for distillation than the original student models. For the purpose, we perform the operation search from the architecture of a student and select the final model under the memory constraint as illustrated in Figure 2 .
Architecture search from backbone models Most architecture search algorithms Liu, Simonyan, and Yang 2018; Zoph and Le 2017) search for an optimal architecture from scratch. However, we perform a backbone-based architecture search, where the architecture of the student network is used as the starting point (i.e., backbone) and we augment a set of operations to the backbone model during the search procedure. This strategy can reduce search space significantly and facilitate to stabilize the training process.
For the efficient and effective neural architecture search to build a larger network from a backbone model, we put add-on operations after the individual stages of the standard convolutional neural networks; modern convolutional neural networks typically consist of a series of identical components, each of which is called by stage, e.g., stacked convolutions in VGGNet (Simonyan and Zisserman 2015) and stacked building blocks in ResNet (He et al. 2016) . When human manually designs higher capacity of the network, each stage is often made deeper by adding more operations (He et al. 2016; Huang et al. 2017) . Inspired by this convention, we perform operation search at the end of individual stages in the backbone network and identify competitive model with minimal efforts. Assuming that the student backbone network S has k stages for feature extraction, i.e., S = {s 1 , s 2 , ..., s k }, the searched networkŜ is represented byŜ = {s 1 ,ô 1 , s 2 ,ô 2 , ..., s k ,ô k }, whereô = {ô 1 , ...,ô k } denotes a set of add-on operations. We do not perform operation search in a classifier consisting of the global pooling and fully-connected layers.
Search space We search for a network facilitating distillation based on 7 operations with skip connections: an identity operation, convolutions with filter sizes 3×3 and 5×5, depthwise-separable convolutions with filter sizes 3×3 and 5×5, and max pooling and average pooling of kernel size 3×3. Note that the output channel dimension of each new convolutional layer is set to the input channel dimension of the layer. Overall, there are 2
×7
L candidate networks in the whole search space when we add L layers in total to the backbone model.
Optimization We train an LSTM controller to sample an architecture for the oracle knowledge distillation from the predefined search space; learning the LSTM controller is achieved via REINFORCE (Williams 1992) by alternating the following two steps: 1) sampling an architecture using the LSTM controller and training it for the predefined number of iterations with the proposed oracle distillation loss (L OD ) and 2) updating the LSTM controller based on the reward of the trained model.
Specifically, let us denote the learnable parameters of the LSTM controller by θ. Then, the controller is trained to maximize the expected reward J(θ) as follows:
where π(m; θ) is a policy of the controller and R(m) denotes the reward (i.e., validation accuracy) from a sampled architecture m. Using Monte-Carlo methods, the expected gradient on the sampled architectures is given by
where N is the number of sampled architectures. To reduce the variance, the reward R(m j ) is replaced by R(m j ) − b, where b is a baseline function given by a moving average of the past rewards. Following ENAS (Pham et al. 2018) , we perform an efficient learning scheme; certain layers with their parameters in multiple candidate networks can be shared and the reward is computed only on a batch rather than a whole validation set.
Network selection with memory constraint After convergence of the controller, we select the most accurate and efficient model as follows:
where |m| denotes the amount of memory spent to store the parameters in a sampled network m and M is the memory constraint for model selection. The selected model is re-trained from scratch with the proposed oracle knowledge distillation loss L OD .
Experiments
This section presents performance of the proposed algorithm in comparison to existing methods. We also discuss characteristics of our approach obtained from in-depth analysis.
Experimental Setup
Datasets We evaluate our algorithm on the image classification task using CIFAR-100 and TinyImageNet datasets. CIFAR-100 dataset (Krizhevsky 2009 ) is composed of 50,000 training and 10,000 testing images in 100 classes, where the size of image is 32×32. TinyImageNet dataset contains 100,000 and 10,000 images from 200 object classes with their size 64×64 for training and validation, respectively. For architecture search, 10% of training images are held out as training-validation set to compute reward. For both datasets, we perform the preprocessing of subtracting means and dividing by standard deviations in individual RGB channels, and employ the standard data augmentation techniques such as random cropping with zero padding and horizontal flipping.
Implementation details We employ publicly available ENAS (Pham et al. 2018 ) code 1 for neural architecture search implementation in TensorFlow (Abadi et al. 2016) . Given a searched network or networks designed by human, we optimize the networks for 300 epochs using SGD with Nesterov momentum (Sutskever et al. 2013 ) of 0.9, a weight decay of 0.0001 and a batch size of 128. Following (lan, Zhu, and Gong 2018), the initial learning rate is set to 0.1, and is divided by 10 at 150 th and 225 th epoch, respectively. We also perform warm-up strategy (He et al. 2016 ) with learning rate of 0.01 with ResNet-110 until 400 th and 900 th iterations for CIFAR-100 and TinyImagenet datasets, respectively. For KD and OD, a temperature T is fixed 3 and a balancing factor λ is set to 0. We train all models 3 times and report their average and standard deviation for score reports.
Experimental Results
Main results We perform extensive experiments on the two datasets to investigate the effectiveness of architecture search and oracle knowledge distillation loss. In this experiment, we consider the following types of models, (i) M1: a teacher model of ResNet-32×5, (ii) M2-4: a student model of ResNet-32, (iii) M5-10: two baseline models designed by human, which are ResNet-62 and ResNet-110 having 2x and 4x model size of student, (iv) M11-19: three variants of KDAS models searched by different losses, where we constraint model size up to 2x of student We train all models except teacher using one out of three loss functions, L CE , L KD and L OD , as presented in Table 2 . Table 2 presents the results and we can obtain following observations. First, as we claimed earlier, the student networks trained by distillation losses (M3-4) suffer from capacity and complexity issues and fail to achieve competitive accuracy. Second, manually designed networks with higher capacity (i.e., ResNet-62 and ResNet-110) partly address the capacity issue, where their accuracy is proportional Table 2 : Ablation studies varying combinations of loss in searching (L S ) and training (L T ) networks on CIFAR-100 and TinyImageNet datasets. We employ a ResNet-32 network as the student model and ensemble of five student networks (i.e., ResNet-32×5) as the teacher model whose oracle accuracies (%) are 87.79 and 75.30 in CIFAR-100 and TinyImageNet. The bold-faced and red-colored numbers mean the best algorithm in accuracy for each model and each dataset, respectively. In this case, the network outperforms the teacher even without distillation, which implies that the teacher would have a negative impact on the student with L KD . However, L OD still encourages a student to learn better representation and the student outperforms the teacher model (see M14-16 on TinyImageNet). Finally, the full KDAS model (M19) with L OD in both architecture search and training achieves the best accuracy even including teacher model. This result shows that the combination of architecture search with L OD is particularly well-suited for improving accuracy of a student network.
Comparison with traditional NAS To validate the necessity of NAS along with knowledge distillation, we conduct NAS without a distillation loss in searching for networks and then train the searched networks with KD and OD losses. As presented in Table 2 , the NAS baseline networks (M12-13) perform worse than the architectures identified by KDAS with OD (M18-19). Also, note that even with L CE , the network identified by KDAS (M17) provides better performance than the counterpart (M11). 
Analysis on varying memory size
We analyze performance of student models with different sizes obtained by KDAS on CIFAR-100 dataset. Note that teacher is based on five ResNet-32 models. We search for the student network architectures by varying memory constraint from 1.5× to 4× of the base student model (0.47M). For comparison, we also train MMNs using the standard knowledge distillation loss (L KD ), which are selected to be 2× larger than the base student model. Figure 3 shows that KDAS models outperform MMNs in terms of both accuracy and efficiency; these results support the benefit of architecture search for KD. Note that KDAS models larger than 0.89M (2× larger than the base model) achieve better accuracies than the teacher model thanks to the oracle knowledge distillation loss. Comparison with other KD methods Although our work focuses on distillation from ensemble teacher models, we also compare KDAS with other KD approaches including KD (Hinton, Vinyals, and Dean 2015) , DML , BSS (Heo et al. 2019 ) and TAKD (Mirzadeh et al. 2019) . For the fair comparisons with other KD methods, we follow BSS (Heo et al. 2019 ) implementation environments 2 using PyTorch (Paszke et al. 2017 ). Contrary to the main experiments, we use a single model teacher given by ResNet-110 and train two student networks of ResNet-62 and ResNet-68 for other KD methods while we search for a student network with comparable size to ResNet-62 from a base model of ResNet-32 and train the searched network with KD. For TAKD, we employ ResNet-86 as a teacher assistant (TA) network. Table 4 shows that the model identified by KDAS outperforms other methods in both accuracy and memory size even without the proposed oracle knowledge distillation loss, which is not available in this experiment. This result implies that searching for student architectures is a promising direction for knowledge distillation.
Practical benefit of OD over KD The advantage of OD over KD comes from their different characteristics on training examples. OD may be useless if all the constituent models in an ensemble teacher network predict correct answers for most of training examples. However, in reality, the average training accuracy of all 5 models in the teacher is clearly 2 https://github.com/bhheo/BSS distillation lower than 100% as seen in Table 5 . We also present the distribution of the training examples in terms of the number of models predicting correct answers, and the statistics demonstrates that many training examples in each dataset can take advantage of OD. In particular, the objectives of OD and KD are different for more than half of the training examples (i.e., 50.4%) in TinyImageNet, and it implies that the accuracy gains in OD can be significant compared to KD. Indeed, Table 2 illustrates that the benefit of OD is more salient in TinyImageNet, which is natural because the dataset is more challenging and the trained models are less competitive.
Conclusion
We propose a novel framework of oracle knowledge distillation with neural architecture search especially designed for ensemble teacher models. The proposed framework addresses the capacity and complexity issues, and aims to find a desirable architecture with additional memory, which mimics oracle predictions of ensemble model more accurately. We empirically show that the combination of architecture search and oracle knowledge distillation successfully provides high-performance student models in both accuracy and memory size, and most of the searched networks achieve competitive performances to teacher models. We believe that our framework searching for an optimal student network is a promising research direction of knowledge distillation.
